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In Liz Climo&#39;s little world, snakes and rats take selfies together, rabbits and bears share dinner

(Carrots? "Man."), and sharks and otters hang out (but the otter has to pretend that the shark&#39;s

about to eat him if the shark&#39;s friends show up). These and a furry and finned array of

characters wryly coexist within Liz&#39;s clever and funny cartoons. She gives each of her

creations an innocence and humanity that inspire delight as well as laughter.Every page of this

calendar--updated for 2017--features one of Liz&#39;s sweet and funny cartoons depicting her

animal menagerie in all manner of human situations.
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As I said in the review to her newest book, Climo's comics combine the sheer impossible cuteness

of her drawing with wonderful jokes and PUNbelieavable puns. Since her "little world" is about

animals behaving like people, it's wonderful to see how she manages to think through what this

could imply, given each animal's traits - such as a shark who befriends an otter but can't invite him

to come over his house because "I can't breathe under water and your parents keep trying to eat

me." Most are light hearted, but she does not avoid joking about shrimps about to be eaten by huge

whales, a pig apparently about to be served with salad (which he himself was eating) or suicidal

lemmings. I also love how some of the friendships and relationships are inherently impossible, such

as the rat who apparently is married to a snake or the above mentioned shark and otter.And many,

many are about nothing else than pure cute!She also seem sto do some good research to include

several different animals, and the way she draws them is something to be admired for itself. Her



comics feature animals as diverse as fennec foxes, armadillos and anteaters, which reminds me of

Noah's SHark, from the Bible's ARC about Noah and his sons.Climo does publish many of her

comics on her website, which could make buying her books somewhat unnecessary. But I really

think her books are worth having, and serve as wonderful gifts - give the power of cute!

What fun! Gentle but at times cutting humor -- not really for children -- was having a bad day and

picked this up and went all the way through it -- by the time I finished I was smiling and had even

laughed out loud. I love her illustrations. So good to see the caring attitudes between "friends" -- we

need so much more of this in today's world.

A splendiferous collection of cute and funny cartoons featuring an assortment of anthropomorphized

animals in wonderfully whimsical situations.Use this book to judge whether or not you and others

around you have a sense of humor.If your name is Sarah and you haven't bought this book yet after

seeing my copy then I am taking you off my list of the most awesome people to have ever likened

themselves to the noble platypus.

A beautifully illustrated, sweet, gentle humored book of cartoons. I view it as much a piece of art, as

it is a book of humor.The quality of the hardback is very high for the price. It's a quick read, but be

sure to leave it out for your guests to peruse. It makes a nice coffee table book that people will

actually read.

love the comics! im 21 years old and still perfect for me lol. I believe we all have a child on the inside

and we shouldn't let him die! :) love the drawings, the jokes, is just too adorable! LizClimo is one of

my favorite drawers! keep it up!

I can't help it. I am a sucker for bears, and really, all anthropomorphic animals. There is no other

word for Liz Climo's little world except for charming. I love the interactions between the baby

dinosaur and his (her?) parents. This is an all age comic that has enough wit for the grown=ups and

gentleness for kids. I look forward to her next collection of comics. Huzzah!

I loved this book. My wife loved this book. The kids loved this book. Very simple, fun drawings. I

couldn't imagine how this book could have been done any better. I hope there will be many more in

the future!



This book is awesome, and I am going to be purchasing all of Liz's books as soon as the funds are

available. I got this for my 7 year old for Christmas, and he reads it to me nightly, its a very great

book. SO cute and funny, and appropriate for him, and funny to me. Its a gem!
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